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Title of the study: CSCD Statements 

Introduction
Ross Brisco (ross.brisco@strath.ac.uk) is a PhD Student at the University of Strathclyde investigating CSCD
technologies and their effect on engineering design teams. 
What is the purpose of this investigation?
The aim of this investigation is to collect the opinions of experts on 19 CSCD statements. The statements were created
from 220 findings in the literature. This survey will clarify any problems with the created statements and inform the
researcher on how best to change them to reach a consensus in the research field. 
Who took part?
The survey was sent to 87 academics involved in the field of CSCD as identified in the literature and networking. 25
responses were collected, a ~32% response rate. 
What did they do? 
Participants were asked to read a CSCD statement and answer questions on whether they agreed with the statement.
This was done for all 19 statements. 

What happens to the information in the project? 
All participant data was anonymised after collection and before publication. Data will be stored on Strathclyde. All
personal and identifiable data will be secured. Public data will be made available in line with EPSRC funding guidelines.
Public data will be stored on the Strathclyde servers PURE. All participants signed a digital consent form by supplying
their name and email address with the survey. Data was held separately. 

The University of Strathclyde is registered with the Information Commissioner’s Office who implements the Data
Protection Act 1998. All personal data on participants will be processed in accordance with the provisions of the Data
Protection Act 1998.
 
Contact details:
Ross Brisco
Department of: Design, Manufacture and Engineering Management
University of Strathclyde
James Weir Building
75 Montrose St
Glasgow
G1 1XJ
Telephone: 0141 574 5294 
Email: Ross.Brisco@strath.ac.uk

This investigation was granted ethical approval by the University of Strathclyde Ethics Committee.
If you have any questions/concerns, during or after the investigation, or wish to contact an independent person to
whom any questions may be directed or further information may be sought from, please contact:

Secretary to the University Ethics Committee
Research & Knowledge Exchange Services
University of Strathclyde
Graham Hills Building
50 George Street
Glasgow
G1 1QE
Telephone: 0141 548 3707
Email: ethics@strath.ac.uk

This work was supported by the EPSRC under Grant EP/M508159/1.
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Not well at all 0 0.0%

2 Slightly well 1 4.0%

3 Moderately well 6 24.0%

4 Very well 12 48.0%

5 Extremely well 6 24.0%

- Total 25 100.0%

Please indicate how well you would rate your familiarity with this area of research?2



1/19 CSCD technology allows for artefact-mediated communication which are high-quality digital representations of
physical work and ideas. These elaborate on text-based communication in the design space. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 14 56.0%

2 Disagree in full 1 4.0%

3 Disagree in part 10 40.0%

- Total 25 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.84 0.97 0.99 25

Do you agree with this statement?
4



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

it is missing people

<span style="font-family: arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 13.8889px;">*Information removed for
privacy*&nbsp;</span>shows that high resolution artefacts beget very little ideation.

i can also imagine a non-digital artefact.. e.g. something coming out of a 3d printer

Communication is not only text-based ....

I would not limit this to purely digital representations since it can also be digitally enhanced physical design
artifacts.

I must admit that I don't fully understand this statement or its context. Also I couldn't connect both senetces and
the reasoning from first to second. Yes CSCD allows communication, but not only on representations of physical
work and ideas, the participants communicate on many other aspects and issues, like project managenemnt
and progress, task distribution, reports, etc. Why text-based communication only - what about sketces, 3 D
models, graphs, etc.?

I feel it can include text based communication.

Why is this restricted to text-based communication?

not only text but image

Communication and collaboration are contrasting activities. Communication does not necessarily facilitate
collaboration.

Text-based communication is one of the possible media

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
5



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 3 12.0%

2 Moderate Importance 6 24.0%

3 High Importance 16 64.0%

- Total 25 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 2.52 0.51 0.71 25

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?6



2/19 CSCD technology allows for feedback from stakeholders to past communication on concepts
which supports reflection. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 16 66.7%

2 Disagree in full 1 4.2%

3 Disagree in part 7 29.2%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.63 0.85 0.92 24

Do you agree with this statement?
8



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

Don't understand the meaning of this sentence

feedback is only one part of NPD activities

We highly value refection. Unfortunately, computational tool fail to communicate emotions and emotion displays
are the most powerful predictors of breakthrough team innovation.

The ability of stakeholders to provide feedback strongly depends on how they are introduced to artifacts. Just
showing them artifacts that they have never seen would not work.

Yes, technology allows that, but what would be achieved in this contex higly depends on knowledge, experience
and training of stakeholders.

At the moment, I do not find the technology suitable to retrieve past communication on concepts which supports
reflection. Typically e-mails exchanged between PD stakeholders are used to retrieve past decisions made

This is not a question of technology but of 'culture'?

It may or it may not. It depends if it is for collaboration between designers or has broader capabilities

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
9



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 2 8.3%

2 Moderate Importance 4 16.7%

3 High Importance 18 75.0%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 2.67 0.41 0.64 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?10



3/19 CSCD technology allows for social communication which encourages team synergy,
knowledge sharing and serendipitous communication by supporting networking and building
interpersonal skills.  
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 19 79.2%

2 Disagree in full 0 0.0%

3 Disagree in part 5 20.8%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.42 0.69 0.83 24

Do you agree with this statement?
12



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

again this is only one aspects of activities which might be need to be supported during the NPD process

The most powerful predictor of collaboration success is found in the cummulative valence (+ / -) of
communication between team members.&nbsp;<span style="font-family: arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size:
13.8889px;">*Information removed for privacy*</span>

If it works well and is used as intended.

Social media partially meet this requirement.I can see this when our students involved in a global design
exercise engage and interact with each other. This is especially true when different cultural backgrounds are
present within the team.

The question allows different answers with respect to the state-of-the-art or if I evaluate the potential CSCD has
got...

Whilst some teams are distributed, the majority are not

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
13



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 1 4.2%

2 Moderate Importance 6 25.0%

3 High Importance 17 70.8%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 2.67 0.32 0.56 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?14



4/19 CSCD technology enables team members to overcome boundaries of access to easily view
and edit files freely. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 13 54.2%

2 Disagree in full 2 8.3%

3 Disagree in part 9 37.5%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.83 0.93 0.96 24

Do you agree with this statement?
16



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

again one of the many activities which are listed separately in the survey

Access as version control and edit options = yes. Access as meaning = NO.

It can but this is de[endent on levels of accessibility and sharing by the system or the users.

This should be the case but to my undestanding it often is not.

Again, if it is user friendly and intuitive and team members know how to use it.

In some cases a user may only be able to comment on a file or add annotations to a screenshot or other
lightweight version.

Yes, CSCD tech overcomes 'physical' boundaries. But it is neither important nor desirable that every team
member has access (and is allowed to edit) every document freely...to

there is limitation in doing this

It is not as simple as it seems. Much more research is needed in this area.

Sophisticated parametric modellers already enable this

Access control must be an option. Free edition in some contexts is not an option

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
17



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 2 8.3%

2 Moderate Importance 6 25.0%

3 High Importance 16 66.7%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 2.58 0.43 0.65 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?18



5/19 CSCD technology can easily integrate with company structure through the implementation
of standardised procedures and policies to ensure clear roles and responsibilities, reduce the sense
of lack of control and optimised team negotiation cycles. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 11 45.8%

2 Disagree in full 0 0.0%

3 Disagree in part 13 54.2%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 2.08 1.04 1.02 24

Do you agree with this statement?
20



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

depends on the company

it assumes that only one company is involved

It is difficult to anticipate what tg¡he company policies will be, so I don´t think that CSCD technology can be
"easily" integrated in each case.

CSCD as implemented today facilitates cooperation and coordination. It undermines collaboration (agreeing to
disagree).

It is not necessarily easy to do this in practice. It is, however, highly desirable.

Not always 'easily'. There may be organisational, social and technological issues to overcome.There also has to
be acceptance at all levels within a company for successful integration.

It is very difficult and long lasting process to integrate all features of CSCD with existing company protocols and
processes and to achieve satisfying level of implemenation.

My experience is that should make sense for the persons using it or it won't be integrated.

implemantation can be very tricky because some time "standardised procedures and policies" must be alteret to
fit customer need

Some companies have stringent policies of waht type of CSCD technology to use, which might impinge on the
effectiveness of the communication and workflow in collaborative design work.

Processess vary widely in industry. What company A has implemented already, may be a vision for company B.

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
21



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 1 4.2%

2 Moderate Importance 16 66.7%

3 High Importance 7 29.2%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 2.25 0.28 0.53 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?22



6/19 CSCD technology reduces the barriers of physical proximity, cultural and language barriers,
and time zones and enables a greater awareness of community and environmental issues. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 12 50.0%

2 Disagree in full 1 4.2%

3 Disagree in part 11 45.8%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.96 1 1 24

Do you agree with this statement?
24



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

Not true for cultural barriers

Cultural and language barriers continue... although physical proximity is reduced. There are still issues that
must be addressed
30+ years of technology advance in CSCD has not made distributed collaboration better and the tech. usage
undermines human-human communication.

This is the case if done properly. If not, it can lead to even more alienation than simply having a phone call
every couple of weeks.

Yes, CSCD technology reduces the barriers of physical proximity and supports management of time zones,
however, language barriers still exist until a language common to all is used. Cultural barriers can be reduced,
not so much by the technology itself but through better understanding of the cultural issues and acceptance of
these. I agree CSCD enables a greater awareness of community and environment if a shared collaborative
appraoch is adopted.

It surely does not reduce cultural and language barriers just by itself. It might facilitate communication if
integrated into respective workflows.

The potential is definitely there, but again it depends on how it is used and the users' knowledge and
motivation.
If wll implemented

This is question again is 'cultural', not purely technological...

I think the language barrier is still not well resolved, for example.
Examples of systems are needed to enable comment to be made

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
25



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 0 0.0%

2 Moderate Importance 11 45.8%

3 High Importance 13 54.2%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

2 3 2.54 0.26 0.51 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?26



7/19 CSCD technology encourages motivation through social incentivisation, positive
reinforcement, gamification and encouraging good morale to ensure long sustained interest in the
project and to overcome barriers of conflict. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 11 45.8%

2 Disagree in full 1 4.2%

3 Disagree in part 12 50.0%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 2.04 1 1 24

Do you agree with this statement?
28



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

pompous

When correctly managed motivation can be increased. However, if the expectations are not well managed,
participants can lose motivation if they perceived their partners are not collaborating with the same intensity or
quality as them

I witness that CSCD usage by distributed teams in my graduate course aggravates differences not common
ground.

I would not say this has been covered extensively in the literature, but achieving critical mass of usage is
probably the most fundamental aspect for success of any online system.

Agree with everything except last few words. More than just the CSCD technology is required to overcome
barriers to conflict. This is a social activity.

Again this depends more on the way it is used rather than usage itself.

Regarding conflicts I'm not sure whether CSCD imapct is always positive or there are situations where it could
be also negative.

It can, but doesn't necessarily do it.

Motivation of the individual product development stakeholder in a specific project is always the key motivator,
rather than the technology per se.

Too many statements in one hat. Even reduced to one statement, the question cannot be properly answered.
Take the 'encouragement to endure long sustained interest' as an example. This cannot be ansered so easily,
as the motivation of a person is always multi-criterial.

ideally yes but not sure how or what this capacity is achieved in current cscd flatform

trditional f2f is at least strongly motivatins, since one cannot escape or be a lurker that easy

Other factors influence this

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
29



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 4 16.7%

2 Moderate Importance 10 41.7%

3 High Importance 10 41.7%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 2.25 0.54 0.74 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?30



8/19 CSCD technology encourages a shared understanding by defining and framing conversation
in a common context through shared global pervasive environments which make it easy to
understand information, clarify meaning and reduce miscommunications. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 18 75.0%

2 Disagree in full 1 4.2%

3 Disagree in part 5 20.8%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.46 0.69 0.83 24

Do you agree with this statement?
32



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

CSDC technology rarely, if ever, accommodates cultural-institutional differences and becomes a sort of lowest
common denominator.

Again this is more about the artifacts and the ways they are used.

Same as the previous

An intensivation of communication can have a contrary effect and can even generate miscommunication...

Other interactions facilitate this

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
33



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 0 0.0%

2 Moderate Importance 7 29.2%

3 High Importance 17 70.8%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

2 3 2.71 0.22 0.46 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?34



8/19 CSCD technology encourages a shared understanding by defining and framing conversation
in a common context through shared global pervasive environments which make it easy to
understand information, clarify meaning and reduce miscommunications 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 17 70.8%

2 Disagree in full 1 4.2%

3 Disagree in part 6 25.0%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.54 0.78 0.88 24

Do you agree with this statement?
36



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

CSCD strongly encourages "cooperation" and diminished "collaboration."

"...constant connection..." ? in reality, not always.
equal participation does not depend on the technology use; it depends on the commitment of the paprticipants
and the opportunity given to participate.
Awareness and connection are true but I am not sure how it supports anticipation of project needs.

If the framing is successful

again: culture not tech!

This is fundamental to team effectiveness and other approaches facilitate this

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
37



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 1 4.2%

2 Moderate Importance 5 20.8%

3 High Importance 18 75.0%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 2.71 0.3 0.55 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?38



10/19 CSCD technology encourages trust to support conflict resolution through increased accuracy
and clarity of communication between team members. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 13 54.2%

2 Disagree in full 3 12.5%

3 Disagree in part 8 33.3%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.79 0.87 0.93 24

Do you agree with this statement?
40



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

technology is not necessarily linked to trust

CSCD facilitates the communication of facts but not feelings, the why behind our choices. Trust is emotion
based, not fact based.

The technology itself does not, the guidelines and structures for communication do.

Lack of social connection and bonding could take much longer to build 'trust'. it is much harder to achieve clarity
in communication online than f2f.
I don't see CSCD technology "encouraging trust"/ I think CSCD technology facilitates building of trust (It might
be just a semantic interpretation)
I would add transparency.
Again, yes CSCD surely helps, but I wouldn't agree that it always increases accuracy and clarity of
communication. There are many situations where these aspects of communication are influenced by many
other factors regardless of CSCD is used or not. I would rather say that CSCD may help to speed up the
clarification process.

Face to face meetings are always the baseline for conflict resolution

CSCD tech may intensivate communication. But I am not sure that this results in 'trust'. Again too many
statements in one hat...
again depending on the cacd context and members

This is fundamental to team effectiveness and other approaches facilitate this

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
41



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 0 0.0%

2 Moderate Importance 10 41.7%

3 High Importance 14 58.3%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

2 3 2.58 0.25 0.5 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?42



11/19 CSCD technology supports decision making through increased opportunities to express
opinions, develop negotiation skills and concept ranking functionality. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 17 70.8%

2 Disagree in full 1 4.2%

3 Disagree in part 6 25.0%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.54 0.78 0.88 24

Do you agree with this statement?
44



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

negotiation skills are not necessarily linked to technology

Decisions related to cooperation are facilitated. Decisions related to collaboration are de-facilitated.

Yes CSCD can support decision making. It allows increased opportunities to express opinions; not so
convinvced that it develops negotiation skills anymore than offline experience. CSCD technology could support
concept ranking decision making if the correct online method or tools were used. However this might not be a
simple as ranking concepts f2f.

Same as previous comment

the old situations did also suport decision making through negotation and mutual expressoin of opinions

This is fundamental to team effectiveness and other approaches facilitate this

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
45



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 0 0.0%

2 Moderate Importance 11 45.8%

3 High Importance 13 54.2%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

2 3 2.54 0.26 0.51 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?46



12/19 CSCD technology supports knowledge capture through the recording of information,
decisions and artefacts to document the design process and decision making. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 20 83.3%

2 Disagree in full 1 4.2%

3 Disagree in part 3 12.5%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.29 0.48 0.69 24

Do you agree with this statement?
48



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

At least should support

Design knowledge capture and re-use has been the core descriptor for our research for decades. Capture has
gotten easier. Re-use has not gotten easier.

Other approaches facilitate this

Knowledge capture is not an easy question. Recording these elements do not imply knowledge capture

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
49



Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 0 0.0%

2 Moderate Importance 8 33.3%

3 High Importance 16 66.7%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

2 3 2.67 0.23 0.48 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?50



12/19 CSCD technology supports knowledge capture through the recording of information,
decisions and artefacts to document the design process and decision making. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 12 50.0%

2 Disagree in full 2 8.3%

3 Disagree in part 10 41.7%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.92 0.95 0.97 24

Do you agree with this statement?
52



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

See what happened to Boeing with the 787

do not forget about people as the technology and processes need to support their activities

It depends in the established rules. Communication must be regulated with mandatory meetings at specific
times and then allow flexibility for continuous communication when needed

You are using collaboration in the sense of cooperation. The distinction is CRITICAL and often lost in the sense
that the words are synonyms.

CSCD technology does allow for greater productivity if work is organised well. It also allows for reflection on
work carried out as it is retained. Often records are not complete or in some cases not even kept. I would need
convincing that a greater quantity of output is produced; that is often determined by nature of team members
and task. Greater productivity would be achieved by greater focus - so if CSCD can promote focus-on-task then
I agree but that might not just be 'greater' productivity (numerically speaking), but 'greater' in therms of higher
quality outputs.

This again does not take usage into account.

If the framing is right

In my opinion, CSCD technology must still be complemented with physical meetings

To employ new technology often results in 'longer' processes at first. But often there is also a learning curve...

it depends on how the nature of the task, cscd structure, member's motivation

depends entirely on how people actively coopeate

Other approaches facilitate this

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 0 0.0%

2 Moderate Importance 11 45.8%

3 High Importance 13 54.2%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

2 3 2.54 0.26 0.51 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?54



14/19 CSCD technology allows for greater competency through increased accessibility of team
skills and experience, reduction of unnecessary information and completeness of messages.
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 12 50.0%

2 Disagree in full 3 12.5%

3 Disagree in part 9 37.5%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.88 0.9 0.95 24

Do you agree with this statement?
56



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

Quite idealistic opinion

not necessarily when the team members are co-located

Competency as skill, may only influence team performance through the skill of using CSCD, not one's design
skills.

There is as much opportunity to fill communication with incomplete or inaccurate messages.

Only, assuming the appropriate team skills and experience exist in the team.

Competency is not bound to a tool or technology but to peope. It might facilitate the development of
competencies but it certainly is not the most important predictor of it.

I don't understand what you mean by reduction of completeness of messages?

If the framing is right

It could be beneficial to discriminate the terms competency, skill and experience...

no,this I cannot agree with: competencies and access to team skills will be there anyhow, whether computer
mediated or F2F

This is fundamental to team effectiveness and other approaches facilitate this

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 3 12.5%

2 Moderate Importance 9 37.5%

3 High Importance 12 50.0%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 2.38 0.51 0.71 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?58



15/19 CSCD technology supports co-ordination through a shared space for  organisation  of work
and communication, easy mechanisms for scheduling meetings and to support the even distribution
of work. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 22 91.7%

2 Disagree in full 0 0.0%

3 Disagree in part 2 8.3%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.17 0.32 0.56 24

Do you agree with this statement?
60



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

CSCD as implemented so far in our technical societies is all about cooperation and coordination.

This is fundamental to team effectiveness and other approaches facilitate this

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 0 0.0%

2 Moderate Importance 10 41.7%

3 High Importance 14 58.3%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

2 3 2.58 0.25 0.5 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?62



16/19 CSCD technology encourages innovative thinking through agile systems to support
exploration, creativity and quality of outputs. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 12 50.0%

2 Disagree in full 2 8.3%

3 Disagree in part 10 41.7%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.92 0.95 0.97 24

Do you agree with this statement?
64



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

again quite idealistic opinion

It depends on the members of the team. If they are creative they will use the tools at their disposal to enhance
the creative process.
We find the opposite in our research and have banned CSCD from the design-lab.

See previous response regarding structures.

I do agree but agina it depends on the selection of the appropriate technologies. It is crucial that creativity is not
limted by the use of CSCD.

Again: Usage

If the framing is right

For synthesis, I still find current CSCD technology not that effective. THere are lack of tools which would enable
synthesis design tools, such as 6-3-5 method, morphological charts etc.to be executed effectively between
distributed teams.

There is no guarantee that CSCD technology 'automatically' generates innovative results...

if there is no barrier to technology familiarity

see before, innovative thinking will happen depending on the people and the combination of differences,
independent fo CSCD

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 3 12.5%

2 Moderate Importance 6 25.0%

3 High Importance 15 62.5%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 2.5 0.52 0.72 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?66



16/19 CSCD technology encourages innovative thinking through agile systems to support
exploration, creativity and quality of outputs. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 20 83.3%

2 Disagree in full 1 4.2%

3 Disagree in part 3 12.5%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.29 0.48 0.69 24

Do you agree with this statement?
68



If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

CSCD capture more knowledge. It rarely if ever captures the rationale behind the facts/knowlege. Absent the
rationale (why) re-use is largely broken.

I think current CSCD tools have a ways to go before they do a good job at these functions, if they have them at
all.

Parametric modelling facilitates this

Knowledge management is a complex question. CSCD can support it, but usually at a basic level

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 0 0.0%

2 Moderate Importance 7 29.2%

3 High Importance 17 70.8%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

2 3 2.71 0.22 0.46 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?70



18/19 CSCD technology reduces complexity in sharing data through integration with data storage
systems, reduced file compatibility issues and synchronous live document working with automated
tracking and versioning to enable co-creation of documents. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 16 66.7%

2 Disagree in full 1 4.2%

3 Disagree in part 7 29.2%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.63 0.85 0.92 24

Do you agree with this statement?
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If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

Again quite idealistic view

It depends in the tools used. Some use off-the-shelf tools that are not well suited for data sharing, but if the
rights tools are used, then this is possible

Sharing data/fact is better. Meaning and relevance are largely unchanged/unaffected.

in same cases, CSCD tools increase the complexity in sharing and managing data ... unluckily!!

In theory it should but in reality online repository need a lot of managing and organising in order to be effective.
Sharing of data is critical in collaborative work.

If the tools used are user friendly and actually being used by the participants.

In my view, CSCD technology even raises complexity, but makes it 'manageable'...

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 0 0.0%

2 Moderate Importance 5 20.8%

3 High Importance 19 79.2%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

2 3 2.79 0.17 0.41 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?74



19/19 CSCD technology supports communication through synchronous multi-threaded and multi-
channel software for prompt discussion in a way which supports the context of the message. 
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Agree 19 79.2%

2 Disagree in full 0 0.0%

3 Disagree in part 5 20.8%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

1 3 1.42 0.69 0.83 24

Do you agree with this statement?
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If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.

increase of communication channels increases the communication complexity

Communication in the sense of MH per unit time is UP. Relevance is effectively down as we are too busy
communicating to THINK.

It certainly supports communication, however a concerted effort is required to add the context to
communications and often this takes additional time. Communication is another crucial factor of CSCD.

Why excluding asynchronous communication from that definition?

If you disagree in full or in part, please indicate why.
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Value Percent Count Percent

1 Low Importance 0 0.0%

2 Moderate Importance 9 37.5%

3 High Importance 15 62.5%

- Total 24 100.0%

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Std. Dev. Respondents

2 3 2.63 0.24 0.49 24

How important is this in supporting collaborative engineering design team work?78



Thank you for your participation. Please use the space below if you would like to leave any feedback on the
activity.
Most of the questions pertain to what CSCD should be and not actually what it is.
I think that the focus should be on the people and how the technology can support their activities
I would like to receive a copy of your questionnaire to share with my PhD candidates and visiting researchers
(academic and industry). This is typically 20+ people. Your questions, many of them seen as CSCD dogma will
be highly valued. We have learned that there is an excellent PhD dissertation behind every dogma. This
comment is not intended to be negative or punitive. It is actually an endorsement of your good, important
questions. I am mainly objecting to the surrounding assumptions. Good fortune with the thesis. We hope to
receive a copy as soon as possible.
Great topic!
I would like to receive a copy of your questionnaire to share with my PhD candidates and visiting researchers
(academic and industry). This is typically 20+ people. Your questions, many of them seen as CSCD dogma will
be highly valued. We have learned that there is an excellent PhD dissertation behind every dogma. This
comment is not intended to be negative or punitive. It is actually an endorsement of your good, important
questions. I am mainly objecting to the surrounding assumptions. Good fortune with the thesis. We hope to
receive a copy as soon as possible.

The statements imply that CSCD always has this benefits.. I think thats only true if its well designed.. I would
have preffered the phrasing "cscd CAN support XYZ by..."

I think it is critical to separate the technology from the processes being advocated in this context. The questions
I found tended to conflate the two.

Hope some of this information is useful. Some of the questions were difficult to agree with as there were several
key concepts to address in the one question. I did though, by 'disagreeing in part' and giving some explanation.
<span style="font-family: arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 13.8889px;">*Information removed for
privacy*</span>&nbsp;I hope my answers are of any help for your PhD project. I must admit that I had
problems answering your questions because they often enumerate too many statements at a time. It was also
unclear for me, if you look for answers concerning the state-of-the-art or with respect to the potential CSCD
technology might bring.&nbsp;<span style="font-family: arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size:
13.8889px;">*Information removed for privacy*</span>
I would really try to distinguish between features of the software and the way it is used because the latter is
more important to my understanding.
Thank you for including me in this survey. My thoughts and comments are mainly based on 15 years of
experience in collaborative project based product development course realized by 6 European universities. We
are intensively using many kinds of CSCD tools. Among less commonly used tools in such environment we
have tried several times with digital whiteboards and with IBIS based knowledge capturing system. Our further
goal is to develop an e-learning platform which should gradually integrate most important CSCD tools and
methods.

No comments

Thank you for including me in this survey.&nbsp;<span style="font-family: arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size:
13.8889px;">*Information removed for privacy*</span>. We are intensively using many kinds of CSCD tools.
Among less commonly used tools in such environment we have tried several times with digital whiteboards and
with IBIS based knowledge capturing system. Our further goal is to develop an e-learning platform which should
gradually integrate most important CSCD tools and methods.
I'd love to hear more about your research, this is what I did my dissertation on. Best wishes!
I hope my answers are of any help for your PhD project. I must admit that I had problems answering your
questions because they often enumerate too many statements at a time. It was also unclear for me, if you look
for answers concerning the state-of-the-art or with respect to the potential CSCD technology might bring.
*Information removed for privacy*
I'd love to hear more about your research,&nbsp;<span style="font-family: arial, helvetica, sans-serif; font-size:
13.8889px;">*Information removed for privacy*</span>. Best wishes!

Thank you for your participation. Please use the space below if you would like to leave any feedback on the
activity. 
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